**ADOPTION**


**AGING HEDGEHOGS**


AGAVE STRICTA — See HEDGEHOG AGAVE


**ALBINO HEDGEHOGS**


**ALERNEY -- CHANNEL ISLANDS**


**ANIMAL LAW CONFERENCE**


**ANIMAL PLANET (TV PROGRAM)**


**ANIMAL WELFARE**

Thoughts from the CVO. Deb Weaver. HWS Newsletter #73. November/December, 2014. p. 7.

**APPLE HEDGEHOG**


**ARIZONA**


**ART WORKS FEATURING HEDGEHOGS** (see also: HEDGEHOG ART)


An Interview with HRH Princess Perdita Pricklepants – Hedgehog Art Through the Ages. HWS Newsletter #85. March/April 2017, p. 3-11.

**AUSTRALIA**


**BECKER, ELAINE**

Behind the Scenes at Puppy Bowl IX. Elaine Becker. HWS Newsletter #64. March/April, 2013. p. 6-7.


**BENNETT, CYNDY**


**BERGEN STUDENT SOCIETY (NORWAY)**


**BLIND HEDGEHOGS**


**BLOGS**


**BLOND HEDGEHOGS**


**BONGARD, KRISTEN**


**BOOK REVIEWS**


Mistmantle Chronicles. By Margaret McAllister. HWS Newsletter #64. March/April, 2013. p.11.


An Interview with HRH Princess Perdita Pricklepants – Hedgehog Art Through the Ages. HWS Newsletter #85. March/April 2017, p.3-11.


BREEDING


BRIG


BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA


BRITISH HEDGEHOG PRESERVATION SOCIETY


BRITISH HEDGEHOGS (see also: GREAT BRITAIN)


British Hedgehog’s Quills Cut Off with Scissors!. Margaret Myhre. HWS Newsletter #81. May/August, 2016. p.6.


CALENDARS


It’s Time to Pre-Order HWS Calendars. HWS Newsletter #83. November/December 2016, p.3.

CANADA


CAPPS, EMMA T.


CARING FOR HEDGEHOGS

Francesca Joy’s History of Dental / Oral Issues... Cyndy Bennett. HWS Newsletter #77. September/October, 2015. p.4-7.


Thoughts from the President. HWS Newsletter #76. May–August, 2015. p.5. (summer precautions).


Choosing the Right Food for Your Hedgehog: Looking for the Best Choices. Pat Storm. HWS Newsletter #86. July/August 2017, p.6-8.

CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL (CDC)


CHANNEL ISLANDS


CHAPEL CHRONICLES

CHIEF VOLUNTEER OFFICER / PRESIDENT/ (see also: WEAVER, DEB)
Thoughts from the CVO. HWS Newsletter #77. September/October, 2015. p. 8.

Thoughts from the President. HWS Newsletter #76. May--August, 2015. p. 5.

Thoughts from the President. Deb Weaver. HWS Newsletter #75, March/April, 2015. p. 5.


Thoughts from the President. HWS Newsletter #82. September/October 2016. p. 6

Thoughts from the President – on Voting and Hibernation. HWS Newsletter #83. November/December 2016. p. 4-5.


Thoughts from the President – on What the HWS Does. HWS Newsletter #85. March/April 2017, p. 17.

Thoughts from the President. HWS Newsletter #86. July/August 2017. p. 12.

CHRISTMAS

CHURCHILL, EMERSON FROST

COINS

COLLECTABLES – HEDGIE-RELATED (see also: HEDGEHOG THEMED ITEMS, PHOTO MONTAGE)


COMMUNICATION

CORNISH, C. J.

DACHSHUNDS

DENTAL PROBLEMS (see also: Oral Health)

DeBIASSE, KAREN


DECALS

DENTAL CHEWS

DONATIONS
Donations from Amazon Smile, iGive, and GoodSearch—2015 Totals. Laura C. Dunklee. HWS Newsletter #80. March/April, 2016. p. 3.

DUNKLEE, LAURA C.

Donations from Amazon Smile, iGive, and GoodSearch—2015 Totals. HWS Newsletter #80. March/April, 2016. p. 3.

The Hedgehog Welfare Society is on Facebook. Laura C. Dunklee. HWS Newsletter #75. March/April, 2015. p. 11.


Responding to Online Hedgehog Ads. HWS Newsletter #77. September/October, 2015. p. 3.


An Interview with HRH Princess Perdita Pricklepants – Hedgehog Art Through the Ages. HWS Newsletter #85. March/April 2017, p. 3-11.


EASTERN STATES HEDGEHOG SHOW


From Rescue to Diva in One Weekend. Margaret Campbell. HWS Newsletter #67, September/October, 2013. p. 5.
ECHIDNAS (see also: AUSTRALIA)


ELEGANCE OF THE HEDGEHOG (CARTOON)


EVACUATION


FABRIC


FACEBOOK

The Hedgehog Welfare Society is on Facebook. Laura C. Dunklee. HWS Newsletter #75. March/April, 2015. p. 11.

FARRINGTON, KITTY


FEBRUARY 2ND (HEDGEHOG DAY)


FERGUSON, L.J.H.


FIRST AID


FLAT BONNIES


FOOD NAMED AFTER HEDGEHOGS


FREE-ROAMING HEDGEHOGS


FUND RAISERS


GIFT WRAP


GIRL OF ALL WORK

Meet the Helpful Hedgehogs from Girl of All Work. Margaret Myhre. HWS Newsletter #70. March/April, 2014. p. 5.

GOLDEN HEDGIE POO CONTEST


GOSDECK, Piña


GPS DEVICES


GRAESSER, DONNA

We are Looking for Volunteers. Donna Graesser. HWS Newsletter # 75. March/April, 2015. p. 4.

GRANTS


GREAT BRITAIN (see also: BRITISH HEDGEHOGS)


GREAT GREEN APPLE (ONLINE SHOP)


GROUNDHOG DAY -- See: Hedgehog Day

HANNIGAN, CHRISTINA


HATS

HAZARDS

HEALTH

HEDGEHOG AGAVE (AGAVE STRICTA)
Meet Agave Stricta, Also Known as Hedgehog Agave. Margaret Myhre. HWS Newsletter #81. May/August, 2016. p. 8.

HEDGEHOG ART (see also: ARTWORKS FEATURING HEDGEHOGS)
An Interview with HRH Princess Perdita Pricklepants – Hedgehog Art Through the Ages. HWS Newsletter #85. March/April 2017, p. 3-11.

HEDGEHOG AWARENESS WEEK (GREAT BRITAIN)

HEDGEHOG DAY

HEDGEHOG STREET

HEDGEHOG THEMED ITEMS (see also: COLLECTABLES – HEDGIE RELATED, PHOTO MONTAGE)
Ingebretsen’s of Minneapolis Carries Hedgehog Items. HWS Newsletter #59. May/June 2012. p. 4.
Meet the Helpful Hedgehogs from Girl of All Work. Margaret Myhre. HWS Newsletter #70. March/April, 2014. p. 5.

HEDGEHOG TRIVIA

HEDGEHOG WELFARE SOCIETY
HWS By the Numbers. Deb Weaver. HWS Newsletter #72. September/October, 2014. p. 3.
Thoughts from the President – on What the HWS Does. HWS Newsletter #85. March/April 2017, p. 17.

HEIMLICH MANEUVER
Thoughts from the CVO: Learn the Hedgehog Heimlich! Deb Weaver. HWS Newsletter #71. p. 7–8.

HIBERNATION
Thoughts from the President – on Voting and Hibernation. HWS Newsletter #83. November/December 2016, p. 4-5.

HOSPICE

HWS BOARD
Election Results for 2015 HWS Board of Directors. HWS Newsletter # 75. March/April, 2015. p. 2.

ILLUSTRATIONS

INGEBRETSEN’S
Ingebretsen’s of Minneapolis Carries Hedgehog Items. HWS Newsletter #59. May/June 2012. p. 4.

INSURANCE

INTERNET

IRAQ
IS IT A HEDGEHOG?
First in a Series of Articles Looking at Animals Related to, Resembling, or Mistaken for Hedgehogs ...

ISRAEL

IWAMOTO, ERIN

JENSEN, EVAN

JOHNSON, RACHEL

KAVALAR, DIANNE

KIKKERLAND HEDGEHOG DRYER BALLS

KIRKLAND, DYANE

KIROLIEVA SIILI (THE CURSING HEDGEHOG CARTOON)

LEW, MONICA

LITERARY HEDGEHOG (COLUMN) (see: BOOK REVIEWS)

LIVE-CAM HEDGEHOG

LONG-EARED HEDGEHOG

LOVE


MAGIC

MATARESE, CHRISTINE

MATTUS, P.J.

MAYA THE SAUSAGE

McANDREW, PIPPA

MERICULE, HOGARTH III (FICTITIOUS CHARACTER)

MIDWEST HEDGEHOG RENDEZVOUS SHOW
Midwest Hedgehog Rendezvous Show Results. HWS Newsletter #60. July/August, 2012. p. 6--8.

MYHRE, MARGARET


Meet the Helpful Hedgehogs from Girl of All Work. Margaret Myhre. HWS Newsletter #70. March/April, 2014. p. 5.


NASTUK, DALE

NATIONAL GEO WILD

NORWAY

**NURSERY DECOR**

**NUMISMATIC HEDGEHOGS**
See: COINS

**OLLIE THE HEDGEHOG**

**ONLINE HEDGEHOG SALES**
Responding to Online Hedgehog Ads. Laura C. Dunklee. HWS Newsletter #77. September/October, 2015. p. 3.

**ORAL HEALTH (see also: Dental Health)**

**PALONIEMI, MILLA**

**PASSOVER**
Why is This Night Different from All Other Nights? HWS Newsletter #71. May/June, 2014. p. 9.

**PECKING ORDER**

**PEOPLE WHO LOVE ANIMALS**

**PHOTO MONTAGE (see also: COLLECTABLES – HEDGEHOG RELATED, HEDGEHOG THEMED ITEMS)**

**PLANTS**
Meet Agave Stricta, Also Known as Hedgehog Agave. Margaret Myhre. HWS Newsletter #81. May/August, 2016. p. 8.

**PLOMBON, JENNIFER**

**PLUSH HEDGEHOGS**

**POETRY**

**POG CHIT CHAT**

**PORCUPINES**

**POTTER, HELEN BEATRIX**

**POTTERY**

**PREHISTORIC HEDGEHOGS**

**PUPPY BOWL**

**QUARANTINE**
 Thoughts from the CVO. HWS Newsletter #77. September/October, 2015. p. 8.
QUILLS
British Hedgehog’s Quills Cut Off with Scissors! Margaret Myhre. HWS Newsletter #82. May–August, 2016. p. 6.

REGISTRATION

RESCUE STATIONS

ROBOTS

RUBBER STAMPS

RUSSIA
Snezhok, Sochi’s Albino Hedgehog. HWS Newsletter #70. March/April, 2014. p. 6.

SANCTUARIES

SHADOW OF HEDGEHOG

SHAFAI, MICHAEL

SHMULIK

SHORT STORIES

SHOWS
From Rescue to Diva in One Weekend. Margaret Campbell. HWS Newsletter #67, September/October, 2013. p. 5.

SIERRA, ANDREW

SIGHT-IMPAIRED HEDGEHOGS

SMITH, JENNIFER

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG

SPOONFLOWER TEXTILES

STAMPS

STEAMPUNK

STEIF

PAT STORM
Choosing the Right Food for Your Hedgehog: Looking for the Best Choices. Pat Storm. HWS Newsletter #86. July/August 2017, p. 6-8.

SUMMER PRECAUTIONS

WHIMZEES DENTAL CHEWS

WIKANE, NAOMI

WILDLIFE AID FOUNDATION (BRITAIN)

WOODRING, LINDA
Volunteer Spotlight on Linda Woodring. Deb Weaver. HWS Newsletter #59. p. 3-4.

YOWISAUROUS